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Overview for the Month


The New Zealand S&P/NZX 50 index rose 1.7%, and the Australian S&P/ASX 200 index added 2.3%
(+5.1% in NZ Dollars) over February.



The MSCI World developed markets index expanded 2.8% (in US Dollar terms) over the month, led
by US and Asia (ex-Japan) equity market returns. Equity markets rallied to new highs even as the
‘Trump reflation’ trade paused as President Trump’s economic policy came under increased scrutiny.
The earnings season for the US market was largely positive. Economic indicators globally continued
to positively surprise, triggering increased investor asset allocation towards growth sensitive
equities. Despite positive economic data, defensive sectors outperformed cyclical sectors globally.



The New Zealand market’s performance was driven by positive returns from Auckland Airport, Fisher
& Paykel Healthcare, Sky City and Contact Energy, offsetting weakness in Fletcher Building, Sky
Television, Metro Performance Glass and Genesis. The profit announcement season for the
December period saw defensive stocks (particularly electricity generation/retailers, excluding
Genesis) deliver slightly better profit results than expected, while results for cyclical stocks were at
the lower end of expectations. Subsequent to the profit announcement period, consensus NZ
market earnings forecasts were trimmed slightly for the 2017 and 2018 periods. The Commerce
Commission’s rejection of Sky TV’s proposed merger with Vodafone NZ surprised some investors,
particularly those based offshore. Trailing NZ economic data remains firm, with net migration
breaking record highs, residential values rising and services sector activity at near record highs for
January.



Defensive and bond yield sensitive sectors including consumer staples, healthcare and real estate
were the best performing Australian sectors over the month, reflecting the waning ‘Trump Reflation’
trade and lower long term bond yields. The mining sector was the worst performing sub-sector
despite generally higher commodity prices over the month. Telco’s were also weak. The Australian
earnings reporting season was better than expected, allowing for rebasing of expectations during
the pre-result season earnings ‘confessions’. Subsequent trimming of consensus market earnings
forecasts was lower than has historically been the case. Australian economic data released over the
month was mixed, with strong business condition surveys and employment growth contrasting with
retail sales and private capital expenditure coming in below expectations.



The portfolio outperformed its benchmark over the month. Overweight positions in positive
returning Westpac, CSL, a2 Milk, APN Outdoor and Sirtex, and an underweight position in poor
performer Sky TV, enhanced portfolio returns. Overweight positions in CBL and Metro Performance
Glass which produced negative returns, and underweight positions in positive performers Sky City
and Auckland Airport, detracted from portfolio returns.
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Outlook – Transition to profit tailwinds dominating
While equity market valuation multiples are running above long run average levels reflecting a period of
ultra-low interest rates, earnings growth is re-emerging to improve apparent values for some stocks.
Investors have increased overall equity exposure recently from below long run levels. Investors are still, on
average, modestly invested in equities relative to normal long run asset allocation levels. In some cases
investors have increased equity investment via increasing exposure to bond like sectors with low sensitivity
to activity levels, rather than investing in balanced portfolio of stocks.
In our view equity markets remain in a transition period, from being driven by low interest rates increasing
the price earnings multiples for bond like equity sectors, to a period where stock specific earnings and cash
flow ‘tailwinds’ will have a greater influence on portfolio returns. This may be a ‘choppy’ period for overall
market performance, favouring an active approach to portfolio management.
Structural growth key to positive medium term returns
We expect companies with structural growth pipelines, such as F&P Healthcare and a2 Milk, to continue to
outperform. One theme that emerged from the recent New Zealand profit results season was that the
operating leverage of some cyclical companies may have peaked. While revenue may be growing relatively
quickly, cost growth is accelerating faster in some cases, putting pressure on profit margins. While defensive
stocks have rallied recently we expect the head wind of higher interest rates (as monetary policy is moved
from ultra-loose settings) on the valuations of low earnings growth stocks will hold their returns back. New
Zealand real estate stocks produced a poor return over February despite lower long term bond yields. This
may reflect the view that the commercial property valuation cycle may have peaked, or it may reflect
investors rotating into other higher growth sectors.
In our view we are moving to a more normal situation where earnings do matter, and stock returns will
reflect differential earnings prospects. A key out take from the Australian profit reporting season was that
earnings upgrades were not just about resource companies benefiting from commodity prices – the profit
‘beats’ against expectations and earnings upgrades were wide spread. While this earnings strength reflects
‘self-help’ programmes implemented by Australian businesses over the last few years, it also reflects a
stronger leverage to the ‘rising tide’ of global activity that the Australian market has when compared with
the more bond sensitive NZ equity market. We see potential for this trend to continue with Australian
market earnings growth now outpacing New Zealand earnings growth, and the Australian equity market
potentially outpacing the New Zealand equity market.
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Figure 1. Five year cycles of relative performance? New Zealand versus Australian equity market returns
Relative Performance - NZ vs Australian market
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Source: Bloomberg, Harbour. Data to 31 Jan 2017

In our view, being selective and investing in stocks that benefit from structural growth and cyclical stocks
with pricing power, is likely to be key to positive medium term returns.
Structural growth companies such as F&P Healthcare, Mainfreight, Auckland Airport, a2 Milk, Summerset
and CSL, that earn relatively high or growing margins, with strong balance sheets, are at the core of the
portfolio. We remain pragmatic , taking advantage of short term volatility to increase exposure to stocks
with long term quality growth paths, and quality growing dividend streams (where supported by sustainable
and growing earnings) that markets may be underestimating.
The portfolio is overweight versus benchmark weights in selected stocks in the healthcare, financials,
consumer staples, material and information technology sectors, where growth pipelines are not fully
reflected in stock prices. The portfolio is underweight versus benchmark weights in consumer discretionary
stocks, where industry risk remains high, and the utilities, real estate and telecommunications sectors,
where valuations are high due to investors seeking a yield pick up over low yielding bonds rather than
valuing stocks in these sectors based on medium term cash flow growth potential.

Andrew Bascand, Shane Solly, Craig Stent
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Important Notice and Disclaimer
The Australasian Equities Commentary is provided for general information purposes only. The information is given in good faith and has been prepared
from published information and other sources believed to be reliable, accurate and complete at the time of preparation but its accuracy and
completeness is not guaranteed. Information and any analysis, opinions or views contained herein reflect a judgement at the date of publication and
are subject to change without notice. To the extent that any such information, analysis, opinions or views constitute advice, they do not take into
account any person’s particular financial situation or goals and, accordingly, do not constitute personalised advice under the Financial Advisers Act
2008, nor do they constitute advice of a legal, tax, accounting or other nature to any persons. Investment in funds managed by Harbour Asset
Management Limited can only be made using the Investment Statement, which should be read carefully before an investment decision is made. The
price, value and income derived from investments may fluctuate in that values can go down as well as up and investors may get back less than
originally invested. Where an investment is denominated in a foreign currency, changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value,
price or income of the investment. Reference to taxation or the impact of taxation does not constitute tax advice. The rules on and bases of taxation
can change. The value of any tax reliefs will depend on your circumstances. You should consult your tax adviser in order to understand the impact of
investment decisions on your tax position. No person guarantees repayment of any capital or payment of any returns on capital invested in the funds.
Actual performance will be affected by fund charges. Past performance is not indicative of future results, and no representation or warranty, express
or implied, is made regarding future performance. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no liability or responsibility is accepted for any loss or
damage, direct or consequential, arising from or in connection with this presentation or its contents.

S&P Dow Jones LLC Disclaimer
The S&P NZX50 Index (“Index”) is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and/or its affiliates and has been licensed for use by Harbour Asset
Management. Copyright © 2015 S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a subsidiary of McGraw Hill Financial Inc., and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. For
more information on any of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC’s indices please visit www.spdji.com. S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s
Financial Services LLC and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC. Neither S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones
Trademark Holdings LLC, their affiliates nor their third party licensors make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the ability of any
index to accurately represent the asset class or market sector that it purports to represent and neither S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones
Trademark Holdings LLC, their affiliates nor their third party licensors shall have any liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions of any index or
the data included therein.
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